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on, trade it in, give it a second life. Usual Problems of Your Nissan Titan Tail Light Assembly
Your Nissan Titan tail light assembly may fail to work anytime-sometimes even without your
knowledge-and may experience a corroded socket, an unlit bulb, or a leaking assembly. But
what's important is that you know what to do should you experience any of the tail light
assembly problem. To help prepare you, here are some troubleshooting tips:. You may be
wondering why your tail light assemblies sometimes have problems lighting up. You may see
only one assembly giving a red glow or notice that both of them fail to light up. Now, this is a
high-risk problem as your truck may not be seen at night by other drivers, which can cause a
road accident. In this case, you may need to first check the bulbs inside your assemblies
because chances are they've just already blown. However, you must keep in mind that you only
do this if just either one of the two tail lights fails to work. Should both of them malfunction,
your truck may be dealing with a blown fuse or an electrical problem with the wiring. Checking
the fuse and fixing any bad wiring on your pickup should make both of your tail light
assemblies work. Another problem you may encounter is a corroded bulb socket that greatly
affects the function of your tail lights. The corrosion that has developed on the sockets can stop
the bulb from working and may even damage the bulb or the wire. You can choose to clean the
corroded socket using a dry brush or abrasive pad. Just make sure that you completely remove
any corrosion and that the socket is dry before you reattach the bulb. However, you just have to
simply replace it to have a working tail light assembly again should the corrosion be severe.
The seals on your tail light assemblies can be damaged overtime. As a result, water can seep
through the cracks and stay inside the assemblies, causing the bulb socket to corrode and the
lenses to get oxidized. To prevent water from getting trapped inside, which eventually will cause
further problems, you need to cover the cracks on the seals with silicone. In this way, you're
protecting your lenses and sockets from getting damaged by water. Nothing beats a clean and
shiny Nissan Titan tail light assembly to complement the overall look of your pickup. That's why
it's important for you to know these useful tips to help you properly maintain your assemblies:.
Dilute a mild dishwashing soap in warm water. But make sure that the water isn't too hot as this
may affect the surface of the lens. Also, use a sponge to lather up the assemblies and to
thoroughly rub the entire area. Keep in mind that warm water should soften any hardened dirt,

so you should be able to remove buildups on the surface of your assemblies. You can use grit
sandpaper to scrub your tail light assemblies. You also need to prepare a bottle spray filled with
soapy water for wet sanding. Keep in mind that you have to regularly spray the mixture on the
surface to avoid getting it scratched. Also, make sure that you sand in a side-to-side direction,
not in circles, and with gentle pressure only. But before you sand your assemblies, don't forget
to cover the areas along their edges with a tape to avoid damaging the paint. If you want to
make your tail light assemblies looking as shiny as new, you need to polish them. You can buy
any good-quality polishing compound from any auto supply store. Just make sure that it's well
trusted by many drivers to avoid any problem. Also, read the instructions at the back before
using it. And once applied, use a non-abrasive cloth or towel to buff your lenses. If you find tiny
water droplets inside your tail light assemblies, you may want to check their seal for any crack
as this only happens when water manages to get inside. Keep in mind that prolonged stay of
water inside will cause your assemblies to get oxidized. Besides cleaning your assemblies, you
can prevent oxidation by applying silicone along the open areas on the seals of your
assemblies to protect the interior. If you're successful, you may never have water droplets
inside. Replacing the tail lights on a Titan is a job that even relatively new car owners can
accomplish. The screws securing the tail light assembly to the back of the Titan are easily
accessible and can be removed with ease. After that, there is just a small matter of
disconnecting the electrical wires before the whole assembly can finally be removed. The new
tail lights should easily fit into the housing, especially if they are OEM made, making installation
a breeze. Yes, it is illegal to do so on the freeway and on any other public road. Driving with
malfunctioning tail lights will most likely earn anyone a traffic violation, resulting in some pretty
steep fines. More than being illegal, driving in such a condition could result in a serious
accident that could embroil the offender in a criminal offense if anyone else is injured or killed.
If any modification done to a car's tail light impairs the function of the same tail light, then it is
prohibited. Tail lights can be smoked, but they must remain visible to other drivers on the
highway. Many states set a maximum distance that these tail lights must be visible in. A call to
the DMV would be wise before changing the tail lights in any way. A remarkably common but
easily overlooked cause of a tail light malfunction is a loose connection. Another common
cause is a faulty or shorted wire. A burned out tail light bulb, on the other hand, usually affects
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